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Rule 23’s Plain Language Requirements
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The notice must clearly and concisely state in plain, easily
understood language:
i. the nature of the action;
ii. the definition of the class certified;
iii. the class claims, issues, or defenses;
iv. a class member may enter an appearance through an
attorney if the member so desires;
v. the court will exclude from the class any member who
requests exclusion;
vi. the time and manner for requesting exclusion; and
vii. the binding effect of a class judgment on members
under Rule 23(c)(3) Procedural Guidance for Class
Action Settlements

Traditional Notice Requirements
 FJC Checklist - Reach 70-95% of Class
 Individual Mail
 Required when class members are identifiable

 Publication Notice
 Accepted when unknown or partially known class
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Notice By Electronic Means
 Email Notice
 Rule 23 Subcommittee - plans to accept as form of notice

 Internet banners (PC and Mobile)
 Paid ads at top, bottom, or along side of websites

 Internet Paid Search
 Purchase keywords relevant to case – Paid ad appears
during search engine result
 Cannot be applied to reach (no frequency capping)

 Mobile text messaging
 TCPA = limitations

 Social media
 Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.
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Pappas v. Naked Juice, No. 11-cv-08276 (C.D. Cal.)
 Sales & Marketing settlement
 National Class of consumers who purchased Naked Juice products over
six year class period
 No direct notice. Media Plan based primarily on online notice,
supplemented by modest print
 Online banner campaigns delivered 185,651,701 impressions and
678,832 clicks to the settlement website
 Additional 197,042,861 impressions generated via earned media
 More than 758,930 claims filed as of two days after the filing deadline;
99% filed online
 Majority of claims filed before print publications ran
 Significant bump in claims volume shortly after online news stories
went live
 Final approval granted January 2, 2014

Plaintiff’s Perspectives: Pappas v. Naked Juice,
 In consumer sales and marketing settlements where
class members purchase a product, neither party
usually has contact information for purchasers and will
need to use publication and alternative additional forms
of notice.
 Website name should track the product as much as possible

 Effects of websites such as www.topclassactions.com
on claims rates
 Active vs. passive management of online and social
media notice – when and if to modify the internet
banner ads and other media to maximize claims
 Use of digital targeting: as of 2014, 74% of online adults
use social networking sites.
http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/socialnetworking-fact-sheet/
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Defense Perspectives: Pappas v. Naked Juice
 Settlement website: NakedJuiceClass.com
 Many clients worried about impact to brand
when online publication is the sole source of
notice
 How closely does the settlement website have to
track the clients name vs. context of the lawsuit?
 Does the website name matter when direct mail is
the sole means of notice?
 Does the website name need to be in the
preliminary approval order?
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Administration Perspectives: Naked Juice
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 Class member contact information could not be
determined, notice by media was necessary
 When used properly, online media can be an
effective, cost-efficient method to provide notice
 Earned media can have a significant impact on
online activity
 Online activity was tailored to the demographics
of the Class
 Online activity was routinely monitored and
adjusted as needed to meet program goals
 Social media demographics show no significant
education or income differences among users.
http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/social-networking-fact-sheet/

Jermyn v. Best Buy Stores, L.P., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 130682
 Class: New York Best Buy customers denied Best Buy’s price match
guarantee
 Proposed media plan included print publications and a case
website, as well as notice via:





Best Buy’s Twitter helpdesk;
SMS/text messaging;
E-mail to customer lists; and
Case website links on Best Buy’s website

 Best Buy objected to additional forms of media
 Court denied notice via Twitter, SMS, and e-mail. Finding these to
be forms of individual notice with overbroad and under-inclusive
audiences
 Court approved case website links on Best Buy’s website. Finding
these to be a form of publication notice and proper under Rule 23
 Case website link placed on Best Buy’s homepage and page
discussing price match guarantee
 ‘Thread’ created on Best Buy’s online discussion forum
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Plaintiff’s Perspectives: Jermyn v. Best Buy Stores
 Why are email or SMS notices rejected where the
retailer-defendant has such contact information?
 Do the downsides of being over-inclusive
outweigh the benefits of reaching more class
members?
 Court viewed Twitter notice as form of individual notice
 Rejection of Twitter notice – what information do the
parties have on the customers that use company
Twitter channel; can tweets be targeted?

 Issues about number of publications and
geographical scope
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Defense Perspectives: Jermyn v. Best Buy Stores
 Note: This opinion should be read as a very
early opinion on social media capabilities
 But: The logic, if not the tech, can still be
applicable -- Rule 23 requires the best
practicable notice, and there must be a nexus
between the settlement class and the
proposed mode of notice
 Targeted social media notices
 Targeted publication notices
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Administration Perspective: Jermyn v. Best Buy
 Class certification notice plans vary by the parties’
interests in the case and the court
 The notice plan seemed to lack rationale for the
number publications selected and reasons why
 Reach of effort?
 Geographic coverage?

 Can over-inclusive distribution methods be used if
notice content is carefully crafted to clearly
describe who is affected and quickly allow
recipients to self-identify?
 Since timing of this decision, Twitter has enhanced
its abilities. Promoted Tweets can now be
geographically targeted.
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Evans v. Linden Research, Inc., No. C-1101078,2013 WL 5781284 (N.D. Cal., Oct. 25, 2013)
 Claims:
 Internet role–playing game with virtual world called Second Life where
participants create avatars and buy and sell virtual items and virtual land using ingame currency called lindens and U.S. dollars, and who alleged conversion for
having their accounts closed and assets frozen without return of assets in the
accounts.

 National Settlement Class:
 Persons whose assets, including virtual items, virtual land, and/or currency in
lindens and/or U.S. dollars have been intentionally converted by Defendant’s
suspension or closure of their Second Life accounts

 Notice Plan:
 Email notice to 57,000 email addresses of record provided to Linden for each class
member’s account
 Settlement Website
 Online Claims processing
 Publish notice online for 30 days – on six websites whose readers correlate with
visits to Second life, notices linked to settlement website
 Facebook notice targeting individuals who expressed interest in Second Life
 Supplement notice with 60 days of online banner advertising on Alphaville Herald,
a website dedicated to Second Life
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Plaintiff’s Perspectives: Evans v. Linden
 Agreed plan with many components given
nature of the case as an online virtual world
 Given nature of emails, the supplemental notice helps
deal with the returned emails or ones that went to
spam
 Methods to monitor claims rates

 Possible use of websites other than Alphaville
Herald to get the word out
 What makes Facebook notice in this case proper
when it was not in other cases?
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Defense Perspectives: Evans v. Linden
 Good example of targeted publication notice – the notice
“will appear on six websites whose readers are correlated
with visits to Second Life.”
 In addition, “notice will appear on Facebook targeting
individuals who have expressed an interest in Second Life.”
 The notice will be “supplemented with sixty days of online
banner advertising on the Alphaville Herald, a website
dedicated to Second Life.”
 Good news: the notice is narrowly targeted to properly satisfy
Rule 23’s requirements and increase claims to make your
settlement credible
 Bad news: the notice is narrowly targeted to increase your
claims and to decrease your brand
 Key: What are the direct options (here, they had emails for each
settlement class member), and is supplementing with another
media necessary to satisfy the requirements of Rule 23?
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Administration Perspective: Evans v. Linden
 Parties agreed to and court approved notice
plan
 What was the reach of the combined notice
efforts?
 Do the 57,000 email addresses represent the
entire class?
 Were gaming blogs considered?
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Mark v. Gawker Media, LLC, No. 13-4347 (S.D.N.Y.)


Claims:




Notice Plan:









March – rejected proposal to post notices on Reddit and Tumblr pages such as ‘r/OccupyWallStreet’ and
‘r/Progessive’ because it was not specifically targeted to class members and instead would call attention
to the lawsuit mostly of individuals with no material connection to the lawsuit whatsoever.
April – approved new social media plan using Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn tailored to “reaching
known former Gawker interns with a substantially similar message to that contained in the traditional
forms of notice sent in this case.”

Other Proposed forms of notice not approved by Court:
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U.S. Mail
Email (Because the potential class members were unpaid interns, Gawker did not have complete
contact information – which necessitated an alternative notice mechanism)
2 stand-alone websites
Social media that mirrors notice otherwise approved but subject to Court approval of form and
substance of social media postings (plaintiffs stated that out of 55 known former Gawker interns for
whom there was not contact information, 27 had Facebook or Twitter accounts, and 16 had a LinkedIn
account)

Three opinions on Notice Issues: 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 155424; 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 66013;
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 65881




FLSA action by unpaid interns against Gawker, and a class was conditionally certified in August 2014

Gawker logos on notices
Hard copy notices at Gawker offices
Posting on Gawker websites and blogs

Plaintiff’s Perspectives: Mark v. Gawker Media
 Use of hard copy notices at a defendant’s place
of business can be very effective
 Does the Court’s requirements that the
Plaintiffs “unfollow” class members on Twitter
after the notice period and that Plaintiffs not
“friend” class members on Facebook affect the
use of those methods or increase the costs?
Who would do the “unfollowing” and how
would it be done
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Defense Perspectives: Mark v. Gawker Media
 Unique issues presented in notices in FLSA
lawsuits, in final order, court acknowledges:
“no longer presents the danger of simply
advertising a lawsuit against Defendants.”
 Start seeing FLSA actions setting trends for
notification; and defense counsel should be
aware of cross-application for class action
settlement notifications because:
 Employees are known
 Different privacy and relationship issues
 Different PR and brand issues
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Administration Perspective: Mark v. Gawker Media, LLC
 Given the nature of the class (interns, young, often mobile
adults), email notice was appropriate and likely to prove more
effective than direct mail.
 89% of internet users 18-29 also use social media
(http://crosshatchcreative.com/state-social-media-network-demographics/)

 Given online usage, social media was a proper method of
dissemination
 Direct, online and social media notice efforts, together with
word of mouth among employees likely enhanced coverage.
 Expect to see more social media contact in FLSA cases
(LinkedIn messaging has recently been utilized and approved)
 NOTE: Lawsuit was recently tossed
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Flynn v. Sony Elecs., Inc., No. 09-cv-2109 (S.D. Cal.)
 Plaintiff alleged Sony sold defective notebooks under VAIO brand
 Notice Plan:
 Direct mail via email with link to website.
 Follow up by mail for all email bounce back for all known postal
addresses.
 Publication via People, LA Daily News, and Facebook text ads, a casespecific Facebook site, a case website, and an internet banner on
several thousand websites.

 Court rejected the Facebook specific page as overbroad and “not
aligned with the purpose of the notice requirement.”
 Notice requirement is intended to allow opt outs and Facebook pages
allow people to become “friends” or “like” pages so they can receive
updates about the litigation.
 It would only provide information to those people who are already
informed about the litigation and would not further the purpose of
allowing people to opt out.
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Plaintiff’s Perspectives: Flynn v. Sony Elecs., Inc.,
 Why are case-specific Facebook pages
rejected - when can a case-specific Facebook
page be aligned with the class and purposes
of the notice requirement?
 Can more efforts be made to align social
media notices with company information on
its customers? Geographically or otherwise?
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Defense Perspective: Flynn v. Sony Elecs.
 The key here: Was the Facebook page really
necessary for the best practicable notice?
 It was not mentioned in the publication notices
directing traffic.
 It did not have unique information from the website.
 Class members would have had to seek it out.
 It would have been duplicative notice.
 It would not promote the goal of allowing opt outs.

 Good example of Court recognizing that because
social media exists and can provide access to
settlement class does not mean that it
automatically has to be a part of the notice
program.
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Administration Perspective: Flynn v. Sony Elecs.
 The notice was crafted to clearly identify that
only California and New Jersey residents were
affected; alleviating possible concerns of an
overly broad reaching effort.
 A case-specific Facebook page can be useful in
some cases.
 Would the Court have preferred if the online
notice activities linked to the case-specific
Facebook page in lieu of the case website? Or if
the Facebook text ads linked to the Facebook
page?
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In re Netflix Privacy, No. 5:11-CV-00379 (N.D. Cal.)
 Subscribers alleged that Netflix retained
customer viewing histories longer than
necessary and then disclosed this information
to third parties with prior consent.
 Notice Plan:
 Email with link to settlement website.
 Settlement website.
 Publication Notice via People and Facebook ad
linked to settlement website.
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Plaintiff’s Perspectives: In re Netflix Privacy
 Email notice appropriate given nature of class
and online nature of business, but why is the reemailing of bounce-backs to the same address
helpful – what else could have been done?
 Privacy implications can impact notice.
 Was notice on the web interface, such as at the
sign in screen, considered?
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Defense Perspective: In re Netflix Privacy
 Court recognized: “Email notice is especially
appropriate here given the online nature of
Netflix’s business and the fact that Settlement
Class members had to provide a valid email
address when creating their Netflix account.”
 Key: When considering an “emerging media” –
consider if there is a nexus to the lawsuit?

 Consider privacy implications, uniquely when
privacy is alleged in the lawsuit:
 How information is transferred to administrator?
 How information is transferred to class member?
 How will the information be viewed by public?
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Administration Perspective: In re Netflix Privacy
 Email notice was appropriate in this case given
the online nature of business and method of
communications with the class
 It is common to supplement direct notice
programs with print and/or online media
(internet and social)
 If an email notice was returned as undeliverable,
was a postal notice sent to the credit card
address on file?
 Was a notice, such as a message or push
notification, through user accounts considered?
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